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The movie opens with Earth being attacked by aliens, and none of its defensive maneuvers are anything. The main goal of the
capture of the planet is the erasure of all civilizations on Earth, including the civilization of people, using the abilities received
from aliens. Since the Earth is so far away from the galaxy, humans did not have the technology to see and warn the enemy.
Alien invading forces quickly pass through all the protective orders of mankind, completely destroying the civilizations that are
on this planet. The children of civilization, some women and men, are taken by aliens to rule them and use them as experimental
subjects. The film ends the same way it began. On the ground, with the only difference being that a strange creature from other
worlds appears next to the father in Times Square in New York, and not the father and not the mother. An alien spaceship, the
Omega ship, which arrived in the solar system from a more distant galaxy, helped to leave the Earth. This version of the film
absolutely does not match the cinematic incarnation of the plot! The protagonist, after a rescue team was sent for him, decides
not to interfere in the events in the hope that aliens will not interfere in his life. The chosen one says that after the death of her
parents, no one will communicate with her, because she is not a person. But she has good news - she won't be alone. Instead of
just folding her hands, she goes to the lands of Rada. In particular, through a portal to another world where God lives -
Ouroboros, where there is a place called the Uktus Terraces. The chosen one manages to learn the secrets associated with this
beauty. Sandra, appointed by providence to watch over the Goddess, realizes that her position threatens disaster if she fails to do
something. But there is something more than his power. This title does not reveal the exact plot of the film, but some people
believe that the footage shown in the film may be at least a little like reality. They tell of massacres that were hidden from the
public, as a result of which the inhabitants of nearby cities were forced to flee, and finding shelter was difficult. An excerpt
from the film is shown below: This story inspired the scriptwriters, and they were able to implement the idea in their new
project "Gorillaz", which tells about the mysterious tribe of natives in the caves of Altamira. More than ten people are involved
in the film, including Russian, Spanish Boxing fans are gradually also imbued with sympathy for the actors. Over the course of
the season, many viewers take notice of the series, which shows that there are similarities between characters and heroes, and
that they have heroes in common who inspire them to end oppression. At the time of its inception, Nickelodeon thought of the
series as "an all-new story" and studied it as "an event of the decade". Later, by the end of the first season, when it aired, more
than 5,000 reviews and comments were collected, among which were: â€œhow good we see them for who they are!â€�;
â€œWow, that was great! I will never stop watching this series"; â€œWhat does it mean to be a friend of a whale? I know we
are a team!â€�; "That's really cool! That's a real "on and up" movement!", and many others. In the first six seasons, an average
of only 10,000 viewers watched the episode per week, the same as its first season. The series was also called "the first full-
length a movie that could bring a feature-length cartoon closer to full-length,â€� as announced, according to vice director of
series production Vina Hendrickson.In 2014, when the series was renewed, 3,000 new employees were hired and viewership
grew to approximately 16 million viewers in North America. In 2014, Nickelodeons reaffirmed "the powerful place that
NickelodeON and its actors have in the entertainment system for children" in an article for The Wall Street Journal. Of the
many other instances in which "NichLand" has gained acclaim, we're talking about "We're Triplets," in which Michael Keach
and Robbie Kidd appear as friends who, after the death of their mother, go to stay with their grandmother in Honolulu, despite
the fact that Kicks and Lucky has already grown up and they would like to return to the family with their mother. In 2015,
Broadcast Film Corporation became interested in the series in Australia and they bought the rights to show the series in
Australia. An Australian company has signed a contract to watch at least 10 episodes that aired in July 2015,
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